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From the World of Mikethe-Locksmith
Happy Labor Day to all my loyal readers!
In celebration of our first anniversary in
our store, I'm offering a special , not-tobe-missed deal, on Mul-T-Lock highsecurity deadbolts. For little more than a
standard lock, you can boost your
security. See below for details.
In this issue. I'll discuss the Mul-T-Lock
Cliq system, an inexpensive means of
protecting your business and controlling
access, and I'll discuss the Mul-T-Lock
MT5+
.
Whether you are a small business owner
or a homeowner, taking small measures
can save you a lot of money and enhance
your security.
Remember that my consultations,
assessments and estimates are FREE, so
don't hesitate to call. I'm here to help.
Be sure to visit my website: www.mikeslocksmith.com

Cliq: Balancing Security
with Efficient , Controlled
Access
Need a means to keep your and your clients'
assets more secure or need to know who
accesses your inventory - where and when,
but want an affordable and flexible system,
without incurring the costs of a full access
control system? Then, Cliq is the product for
you!
Mul-T-Lock CLIQ®
is a High Security
electro-mechanical
locking solution that
gives you real
control over all your
access points.It
allows you to
communicate with your entire locking system
through micro-technology that is embedded
into cylinders, padlocks and keys.
As a wire-free system, CLIQ is easily
deployed without the need for any special
preparation. Its simple design and intuitive
interface allows you to enable and disable

Call: 240-506-7500
Remember, at Mike's Locksmith, I put my
customers first by offering
FREE, NO OBLIGATION, NO
PRESSURE ESTIMATES
UP-FRONT PRICING and NO TRAVEL
FEES.
I look forward to serving you in the future.

Warm Regards,
Mike-the-Locksmith

authorizations as needed.
CLIQ Solution Benefits







MT5+ Now Available at
Mike's Locksmith












With an all new patent, the MT5+®
technology offers ultimate key control. A
magnetic key order card must be
swiped through a specialized key



Add Access Control Anywhere available in multiple format - cylinders
and padlocks - CLIQ delivers access
control wherever you need it.
Easy to Deploy - designed for
simplicity and flexibility, CLIQ is a
wire-free solution and doesn't require
any special site preparation.
Simple to Install - wire-free, CLIQ
can be installed hassle-free
anywhere.
Cost Effective - securely repurpose
cylinders and keys. Additionally, CLIQ
can also integrate with mechanical
systems.
Scalable to Any-sized Environment
- CLIQ's simple wire-free design can
scale to any size as you add more
access points.
Intuitive, Easy-to-Learn Software CLIQ is easy-to-program and easy-tooperate.
Remote Management - change
access rights, enable and disable
keys, customize access schedules
right from your computer.
CLIQ Solution Features
Reporting Features and Audit
Trails - know who, when and where
any connected location has been
accessed.
Flexible Control Options- with a
variety of devices that give you
control - -Web-based management
from your PC,Wall Programming
Device,Portable Programming Device
Secured Communication- powered
by trusted technology, Microsoft SQL
Server Databases together with SSL
certificates.
Re-validation for Reduced Riskinstruct the system to require revalidation from any key giving you the

duplication machine, which can only be
found at select authorized Mul-T-Lock
dealers in order to duplicate keys. These
state-of-the-art key cutting machines also
produce highly restricted and unique keyways which vary from authorized dealer to
authorized dealer to provide even more
control and exclusivity.
MT5+®, at a glance:





5th Generation High Security
Platform
Multiple Locking Elements
Including the Patented Alpha
Spring
Pick, Drill and Bump Resistant
Magnetic Strip Key Order Cards
for Enhanced Key Control

Learn more here

Artist Turns Old Keys And
Coins Into Recycled Art

Re-printed from BoredPanda

Even discarded keys and coins can be
turned into beautiful art with some
creativity and the right sort of know-how.
Michael (or Moerkey), an artist in
Australia, does exactly that, turning
discarded keys and coins into bottles,
lampshades and other beautiful recycled
metal sculptures.
"When I was supposed to be cleaning out
my shed, I came across some old copper
pipe saved from a previous renovation. I



ability to provide time-limited access
control access.
High-Security Protection- as a
leading provider of High Security
locking systems, Mul-T-Lock adheres
to the world's most stringent
standards.

Watch the video here

cut it up into rings and started making it
into spheres," Michael explains on
his Etsy shop. "The first ones were a bit
rough but once I worked out the technique
I got creative."
"I'm a bit of a hoarder and searched
around for all those old keys and copper
wire, that were no longer needed, and got
creative with them as well," he added.
info: Etsy | Facebook (h/t: twistedsifter, d
emilked)
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